
 

My Dearest Comrade Adsul, GS/ SNEA. 

At the very outset, I, on my personal behalf and on behalf of CHQ/ SNPWA, convery our very best wishes for the spectacular 

success of your CWC at Hyderabad under your versatile, superb and towering stewardship. 

Even though you  took over the  reins of the Association at a very difficult time when more than half of membership of 

SNEA proceeded on VRS, SNEA has been inching forward steadily and in a sustained manner to regain its pristine glory to 

be reckoned as the mightiest Trade Union of Exectives in BSNL as it used to be for quite a long time. Surely, there is once 

again perceptible consolidation of the grassroot membership and unity in this mighty Association which is a great and 

healthy sign of things to come where the issues of the cadre will definitely be addressed by the only organisation capable 

to do it. 

We know that you have undoubtedly and understandably, in the given scenario,  a very very difficult job at hand.  But I 

have absolutely no doubt that under your towering stewardship with so much  commitment and determination and 

massive support from the grassroot level, SNEA will once again forge ahead as a very powerful force in the comity of Trade 

Unions in BSNL. 

While addressing fundamental and crucial issues related to uninterrupted career growth of the Exectives in BSNL, I am 

confident that this CWC will live up to its great legacy and  also focus in equal, rather greater measure and put in its efforts 

strenuously to make sure that the revenues of the Company grow exponentially and that BSNL once again becomes a very 

vibrant and resilient CPSU financially so as to hold its place as a National Telecom Institution of paramount significance and 

continue to provide affordable and quality services of Universal Standard to its esteemed users.  

I am confident that brainstorming and meticulous deliberations will engage this CWC on these  crucial twin issues and that 

a concrete strategy and road map will be worked out by this CWC to successfully and quickly address these critical issues 

in their entirety.  

Whike expressing my profound gratitude to you and SNEA for inviting me to attend the CWC of SNEA, which is a part of my 

blood, I feel extremely sad, disappointed and disgusted for not having been able to make it to Hyderabad this time due 

basically  to the health problems ailing me in the past few days.  You know how badly I miss this beautiful occasion. I 

sincerely and from the depths of my heart regret my inability to attend the CWC of SNEA, the organisation that resides 

within me and will continue to be so till my last breath. Kindly take my huge apologies to the CWC and it's participants. For 

me, it is incredibly unthinkable and painful  to ever miss any event of SNEA. 

Once again my fervent wishes for a spectacular CWC with unprecedented success.  

Comradely yours, 

 

( G.L.Jogi). 


